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Ukraine Support
Do you want to show your support for Ukraine?
Do you feel you should be doing something, but don’t know how?
Now is your chance to help.
Letters have gone home asking for donations for the Bridport – Ukraine Support Project.
Donations will be welcome from Tuesday.
These donations will need to be sorted in school to be then passed on to the support project.
Sorting will take place at lunch times in the hall. If you would like to help, please come and see Mrs Hatch at
12:45 in the hall on Tuesday. If you are unable to make Tuesday please ask your tutors to email Mrs Hatch.

The unit in Bridport where
donations are being sorted.

Tutor Group Activity
The Bridport - Ukraine Support Project needs your help.
They would like bunting to decorate the unit where donations are being sorted.
This unit will then become a selling space to raise funds.
Which tutor group can create the longest bunting?
Which tutor group can create the most eye catching bunting?
Bunting needs to be handed to Mrs Hatch by break time Friday 18th March

Year 11 Higher Maths
Intervention on Thursday in
A114 and A111
3.30pm to 4.30pm

This week:
Basic Trigonometry

Calling all Year 7s and 8s!
Take part in a Drawing Competition
Theme: Adventure
Sign up on the posters around the school
Judging on 20th March
Prizes: 5hp and sweets

The Mobile Library is back!

(while
exams are in your main library this Wed, Thur
and Fri (16, 17 & 18 March)
We will be welcoming students to our Mobile Library in A107
again this week.
However, the Main Library will still be open at break and lunch,
before school and after school for Homework Club.
Library lessons and library study sessions will be different
though, we will either be welcoming you to the Mobile Library
(usually in A107 see sign on door for any changes) or we will
visit your classroom with our library trollies! Thank you and
apologies for the disruption.
Any questions please ask Mrs Shelley – thank you!

LGBTQ+ Club!
Student Run Club!!
LGBTQ+ Community + Allies Welcome

Meetings In A106 On Thursday Lunchtimes
Come along to hang out and share ideas on how
to make Colfox a more inclusive environment!

Engineering

Intervention
sessions
After school: Wednesday, Thursday
and Friday

CHESS CLUB

Monday Lunchtimes – A110

GCSE English Support
Come and use the room for a quiet place to study.
We can help you with revision, your exams skills and support
your independent study.

Every Tuesday, 3.30 – 4.30pm, B208

Are you a
songwriter/
musician?
This is a fantastic opportunity for
you! Find out more and how to
enter on the Song Academy
website.
If you can’t find the application
form, of if you want help
applying, see Miss Burden!
The competition is open until
31st March.
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Word of the Week
Definition
Exaggeration

Example

Synonyms

Hyperbole

Antonyms

Word of the Week
Definition
Exaggeration

Example Hyperbole
What the spokesperson said
was nothing but hyperbole

Synonyms

Antonyms

Word of the Week
Definition
Exaggeration

Synonyms
Overstatement
Embellishment

Example Hyperbole Antonyms
What the spokesperson said
Understatement
was nothing but hyperbole

Hyperbole
‘Hyper’, Greek ‘bole’, Greek
= throw
= above
Hyperbole = Something that’s
thrown up high, i.e. exaggerated

‘Hyper’ = Greek for ‘above’
Lots of English words have
‘hyper’ in them. How many can
you think of? A lot of them are
scientific words and mean ‘too
much’.

 Hyper = you have too much energy
 Hyperventilate = to breath too much
 Hypercritical = you criticise too much
 Hypersensitive = you’re too sensitive
 Hyperthermia = you have too much body heat

On the next slide is a story. Fill in the gaps so that it
makes sense…..

It’s not _________ to say that the spaceship was the fastest in
the galaxy, especially when it went into _________. Even in
Earth’s atmosphere, it always travelled at __________ speed.
Sometimes people were ___________ of the captain, but she
always put it down to her crew being ____________. The crew
were well-looked after, apart from one day when someone
caught a bug, suffered from ___________ and started to
___________.
hyperventilate
hyperthermia
hypersonic

hypercritical
hyperdrive

hyperbole
hypersensitive

It’s not hyperbole to say that the spaceship was the fastest in
the galaxy, especially when it went into _________. Even in
Earth’s atmosphere, it always travelled at __________ speed.
Sometimes people were ___________ of the captain, but she
always put it down to her crew being ____________. The crew
were well-looked after, apart from one day when someone
caught a bug, suffered from ___________ and started to
___________.
hyperventilate
hyperthermia
hypersonic

hypercritical
hyperdrive

hyperbole
hypersensitive

It’s not hyperbole to say that the spaceship was the fastest in
the galaxy, especially when it went into hyperdrive. Even in
Earth’s atmosphere, it always travelled at __________ speed.
Sometimes people were ___________ of the captain, but she
always put it down to her crew being ____________. The crew
were well-looked after, apart from one day when someone
caught a bug, suffered from ___________ and started to
___________.
hyperventilate
hyperthermia
hypersonic

hypercritical
hyperdrive

hyperbole
hypersensitive

It’s not hyperbole to say that the spaceship was the fastest in
the galaxy, especially when it went into hyperdrive. Even in
Earth’s atmosphere, it always travelled at hypersonic speed.
Sometimes people were ___________ of the captain, but she
always put it down to her crew being ____________. The crew
were well-looked after, apart from one day when someone
caught a bug, suffered from ___________ and started to
___________.
hyperventilate
hyperthermia
hypersonic

hypercritical
hyperdrive

hyperbole
hypersensitive

It’s not hyperbole to say that the spaceship was the fastest in
the galaxy, especially when it went into hyperdrive. Even in
Earth’s atmosphere, it always travelled at hypersonic speed.
Sometimes people were hypercritical of the captain, but she
always put it down to her crew being ____________. The crew
were well-looked after, apart from one day when someone
caught a bug, suffered from ___________ and started to
___________.
hyperventilate
hyperthermia
hypersonic

hypercritical
hyperdrive

hyperbole
hypersensitive

It’s not hyperbole to say that the spaceship was the fastest in
the galaxy, especially when it went into hyperdrive. Even in
Earth’s atmosphere, it always travelled at hypersonic speed.
Sometimes people were hypercritical of the captain, but she
always put it down to her crew being hypersensitive. The crew
were well-looked after, apart from one day when someone
caught a bug, suffered from ___________ and started to
___________.
hyperventilate
hyperthermia
hypersonic

hypercritical
hyperdrive

hyperbole
hypersensitive

It’s not hyperbole to say that the spaceship was the fastest in
the galaxy, especially when it went into hyperdrive. Even in
Earth’s atmosphere, it always travelled at hypersonic speed.
Sometimes people were hypercritical of the captain, but she
always put it down to her crew being hypersensitive. The crew
were well-looked after, apart from one day when someone
caught a bug, suffered from hyperthermia and started to
___________.
hyperventilate
hyperthermia
hypersonic

hypercritical
hyperdrive

hyperbole
hypersensitive

It’s not hyperbole to say that the spaceship was the fastest in
the galaxy, especially when it went into hyperdrive. Even in
Earth’s atmosphere, it always travelled at hypersonic speed.
Sometimes people were hypercritical of the captain, but she
always put it down to her crew being hypersensitive. The crew
were well-looked after, apart from one day when someone
caught a bug, suffered from hyperthermia and started to
hyperventilate.
hyperventilate
hyperthermia
hypersonic

hypercritical
hyperdrive

hyperbole
hypersensitive

UNICEF/UN0364424

ARTICLE OF THE WEEK

GUESS THE AR TICLE
These pictures provide a clue to this week’s articles.
How do these pictures help you? Can you guess how they are linked together?
Write down your thoughts or discuss with someone in your class.

@UNICEF/UN0285224

@UNICEF/Elwyn-Jones

@UNICEFJiro Ose

INTRODUCING ARTICLE 12
Gold: Rights Respecting Foreland Fields School
introduces Article 12

Sarah Thorp from Foreland Fields Special School
introduces Article 12, accompanied by two pupils
who were recently involved in their RRSA Gold
reaccreditation visit. Sarah explains how the
school listens to children in different ways,
depending on how they communicate and takes
their views into consideration in decision-making.
Article 12 (respect for the views of the child):
Every child has the right to express their views,
feelings and wishes in all matters affecting them,
and to have their views considered and taken
seriously. This right applies at all times, for
example during immigration proceedings, housing
decisions or the child’s day-to-day home life.

Click here to watch on YouTube

EXPLORING ARTICLE 12
Article 12 says that every child has
the right to express their views
freely and that their views should
be taken into account when
decisions are made.

At your school, how do you ensure
that every child can have their
voice heard, however they like to
communicate?

DID YOU THINK OF THESE?
•

By having a school council that represents pupils' views •

•

By having issue-led pupil groups such as Eco groups,
ICT groups, Equalities groups

•

Having pupil voice interviews with staff

•

By asking people to give their views in a way that
works for them

•

By ensuring feedback is given so that you know your
views have been heard

•

Pupil surveys/questionnaires

•

Ensuing that everyone receives information about issues •
so that they can form their own views
•
Believing that your opinion is welcome and respected

•

Did you think of anything else?

By giving some people additional help or time to
communicate their ideas if they need it

Feeling that your voice counts
Trusting that you can speak honestly even if your
opinion is different from many others

SECONDARY ACTIVITIES
You do not need to complete every activity but if you have
time you can try to complete more than one.

How can you tell how someone is
feeling? List all of the ways people
communicate their views and opinions.
Share your list with your class. Discuss
the importance of non-verbal
communication. What can you do to
make sure everyone is listened to and
able to participate in decision-making?

Watch this video about the UN Committee on
the Rights of the Child. Write a letter to send
to your country’s Children’s Commissioner
about an issue either within your local
community or the wider world that you
consider needs improving. Try to include
some ideas for how to do this and why you
think your ideas would work.

After watching this video, spend some
time researching organisations which
support young people to express
their views and concerns to see if they
have any helpful guidance that you can
share with your class or the school.

Conduct a survey to look at how diverse
your school pupil leadership groups are.
What could you do as a school to ensure
that a diverse range of voices are heard
at your school?
What steps need to be taken to ensure
meaningful participation?

SECONDARY ACTIVITIES 2
You do not need to complete every activity but if you have
time you can try to complete more than one.

Watch this video (2020) showing young
people from the UK and Australia
expressing their views on climate
change. What do you feel passionate
about? Visit the UNICEF Voices of Youth
home page and find out more about how
your voice can join with young people all
over the world.

How has your school created space for students to understand,
reflect upon and respond to events unfolding in Ukraine and the
surrounding countries? Feed back to your teachers what the
school is doing well. Do you or your peers need more support to
express your opinions about this crisis? Our extra Article of the
Week pack about this can be found here.

Explore one or more of the questions within this
set of ‘Golden Rules for Young People for
Participation’ from the Children’s Commissioner
for Scotland. Share your responses with others.
How can you use what you have discussed to
improve participation within your school?

If you were to stand for election to
your School Council or Pupil
Parliament next year, what would
you say in your speech or manifesto?
Start drafting it now!

REFLECTION
Take some time to be still, to be quiet and to have a
think...
•

How does it feel when you know you are being
listened to and your views are respected?
•

•

UNICEF UK/Dawe

•

When has your voice and your views made a
difference?

If adults are not creating a space for your views
to be heard, how can you respectfully claim this
right? Who could help you?
Are there more things you could speak up about
in your own life or in the wider world? How might
you do this - on your own or with friends?

